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Abstract- Selection of an ERP, based on its incorporated component parameters, is a significant problem for an industry. A more 

comprehensive structure of an ERP is a three tier ERP. A cloud database is a cloud computing  service. Database has scalability, and makes 
underlying virtual machine instances to run a database on such virtual machines. Cloud databases which are relational as opposed to non 
relational or No SQL databases, imply that SQL databases can run in the cloud with a virtual machine or as a service. Cloud computing 
architecture is a set of components and subcomponents required for cloud computing. A front end platform set like fat client, thin client, mobile 
device, Back end platforms  like servers, storage, a cloud based delivery, A network such as internet, intranet, Inter cloud connectivity setup are 
a combined blend that together make a Cloud framework. The paper aims to discriminate availing an ERP in Cloud or Non Cloud framework 
mode and analyzing pros and cons in both modes. 

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________ 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing architecture is a set of components and 

subcomponents required for cloud computing. A front end 

platform set like fat client, thin client, mobile device, Back end 

platforms  like servers, storage, a cloud based delivery, A 

network such as internet, intranet, Inter cloud connectivity 

setup are a combined blend that together make a Cloud 

framework. Cloud computing architectures generally exploit 

the zero or ultra-thin client and gather required configuration 
files with OS binaries on network. An online network storage, 

where multiple clients deploy applications and data, is an 

avenue platform. Public, private cloud, community cloud, or 

hybrid cloud are of great interest to researchers. To be agile, 

flexible, scalable, multi tenancy, and to be secure uses schema 

of software. It is a service, where in ERP installing and 

maintaining is on cloud and users through internet or intranet, 

with no installation use cloud ERP applications, in scalable 

form, without installing the software locally. Single instance, 

multi instance, multi tenant and flex tenancy are subletting 

methods. The adaptive SaaS paradigm is designated for multi 

input. Four way manifold models environment use simplified 
encryption methods with simplicity. In development as a 

service or DaaS, the service is a web based or community 

shared with rendered delivery of computation service. Data as a 

service is a web based design, where a cloud data uses API 

layer. DaaS services are specialized subset of a „software as a 

service‟ offering. Platform as a service uses, platforms and 

databases as a service. Infrastructure as a service is, the 

physical hardware including servers, networks, storage, and 

system in virtual processing scenario.  Researchers have as well 

focused on Cloud networking and network security, dealing 

with segregating security concerns, using peculiar techniques. 
Cloud computing is seen assessing pool of configurable 

computing resources, such as servers, On-demand self-service 

issues, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, 

measured Service etc. on research study scales. The 

combination of cloud computing and ERP systems and the later 

being hosted within the cloud, are using cloud computing 

technologies such as Iaas & Saas, and are subject to scrutiny to 

many study makers. The cloud ERP comes with several 

characteristics to control such as less staff, more mobility, easy 

expandability, cost reduction and fewer expenses. The Cloud 

ERP present some challenges such as security, flexibility and 

integrity of the provider and ability to move to another 

provider. A cloud ERP model includes several promises such 

as the reduction of the implementation cost in hardware and 

license, and, the implementation period optimization. A 
popular type of ERP using the Saas  technologies of the cloud. 

Such ERPs are the almost one third in the market. The cloud 

ERP increases scalability and manageability. Cloud provides 

the necessary infrastructure to run Saas solutions. 

A more comprehensive structure of an ERP is a three tier 

ERP, and usually support Cloud environment too. All Web 

based ERPs stand in this mode. In Three tier architecture the 

database and the applications functions are separated. In this 

scenario, satisfying client requests require two or more network 

connections. Initially client establishes communication with the 

application server, which consequently creates second 

connection to the database server. 

 
Fig 1.3 Cloud Supporting Three tier ERP Structure 

 

 

Figure 1 ERP Structure 
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 The finite element method can be deployed with treating all 
the parameters of cloud milieu as peaks of the precincts for 

which the analytical result can be found by boundary value 

analysis method 

 With a wide spread technical platforms based erps, with 

options of object oriented databases, conventional rdbms based 

or cloud based back ends available, with accountable values of 

technical decision parameters, with different constraints 

suitability as per implementation scenarios, the intelligent 

optimization of selection logic of erp, back end db paradigm 

selection on measurable discrimination scale, and associated 

technical options like cloud erp environment comparisons, 

with, non measurable decision entities etc. are to be conceived. 
 

II. ERP IN CLOUD FRAMEWORK MODE – A MATHEMATICAL 

ANALYSIS. 

 The Finite Element Analysis method has to be effectively 

used for Cloud framework discrimination in deployment 

scenario. Finite Elements formulation help is to be sought for 

representing the Cloud and Non Cloud framework parameters 

in the form of geometric interpretation. The deterministic 

unpredictable scenario poses a criticality in ERP selection. A 

mathematical manipulation leading to deterministic solution 

has to be framed. The Optimization perspective has to be 
designed in the form of an algorithm based on the Platform, 

ERP, back end database paradigm, cloud environment selection 

and constraints based evaluation is proposed for intelligent 

optimized selection. The algorithm thus designed is a basis 

form to guide the Optimized selection and customization, to an 

ERP seeker. 

The decision will be addressed by a mathematical model, 

weather Cloud and non au courant, non cloud platform 

framework is suitable for a given constraints based situation. It 

will be subject to seeker‟s discretionary parameters set which 

will be mathematically interpreted. Cloud Scenario assessment 

for intelligent optimized selection will be worked out through a 
mathematical model. The database type of ERP under 

consideration will be tested if it suits the prerequisites and 

constraints, and is a very significant decision in ERP 

incorporation. The deterministic approach will be used. The 

quantitative data collected from field will be used in specific 

forms to play vital role in future decision making. The decision 

will be addressed by a mathematical model, weather Cloud and 

non au courant, non cloud platform framework is suitable for a 

given constraints based situation. 

 

III. SET OF CONSTRAINT EXPRESSIONS 
A cloud database is a cloud computing  service. 

Database has scalability, and makes underlying virtual 

machine instances to run a database on such virtual machines. 

Machined images with optimized database make a backend of 

an ERP. Database as a service is DBaaS, and there is nothing 

to install and maintain. The database service provider 

optimizes while maintaining the database and architecture and 

common characteristics are subject to customization by ERP 

seekers. Most database services are configured to work on 

database instances. Database services having database-

manager component to manage database instances using a 

service API where service API performs maintenance and 
scaling operations on database instances. Underlying software 

stack uses operating system, the database and third-party 

software for manipulating database. The service provider does 
installing, patching, updating of stack and ensuring of the 

performance of the database. But have a lot of customizations 

based perspective used by researchers. Scalability features 

scale an API, automatically and deliberately. The design of the 

systems utilizes data management and relational databases as 

building blocks. Advanced queries expressed in SQL correlate 

strict relationships using relational databases. ERP designers 

are concentrating on distributed systems. Addressing the 

addition of clustering enhancements to the relational databases 

is a complex protocol, and blended with synchronization by 

researchers. The studies reveal the facts. 

Relational databases are rendering poor performance on data 
intensive systems. More efficient, No SQL with database 

management systems, for cloud,  is  the primary focus 

concerns. No SQL implemented storage, fixed table schemas, 

join operations avoidance are a few features to be seen. The 

No SQL databases proved scalability, good performance, and 

ease of assembly into cloud applications. 

Cloud databases which are relational as opposed to non 

relational or No SQL databases, imply that SQL databases can 

run in the cloud with a virtual machine or as a service. While 

SQL databases being vertically scalable, horizontal scalability 

poses a challenge and, thereby, cloud database services based 
on SQL have addressed the issue in many studies. No SQL 

databases run on cloud. No SQL databases do massive 

read/write and scale up and down easily, thereby natively 

running in the cloud. Applications are analyzed on SQL data 

model, No SQL databases, some SQL databases and so forth. 

Some DB systems JSON, binary JSON value, do store data 

types, and a multi-model database with relational and non-

relational capabilities use standard SQL interface to help 

application enhance usage of such databases. This is done 

mostly for SQL data model. Multi model databases support 

multiple data models with one core and a unified query 

language. The database packages with a cloud database 
offering, with various deployment models, offering machine 

image vs. database as a service comparison, SQL & No SQL 

comparison are crucial for analysis. These Models are EDB, 

Postgres, Advanced Server, IBM DB2, Ingres,  MariaDB, 

Amazon Relational Database Service, Amazon Aurora, 

MySQL based service, Clustrix Database as a Service, Apache 

Cassandra on Amazon EC2,  Google Compute Engine, 

ArangoDB on Amazon EC2, Google Compute or Microsoft 

Azure, Clusterpoint Database, Virtual Box VM, CouchDB on 

Amazon EC2, Google Cloud Platform, EDB Postgres 

Advanced Server, Amazon SimpleDB, Azure DocumentDB, 
Cloud Data Layer, Enterprise DB,  Postgres Plus Cloud 

Database, Google Cloud Bigtable etc. 

 

IV. CLOUD FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS 

Cloud computing architecture is a set of components 

and subcomponents required for cloud computing. A front end 

platform set like fat client, thin client, mobile device, Back end 
platforms  like servers, storage, a cloud based delivery, A 

network such as internet, intranet, Inter cloud connectivity 

setup are a combined blend that together make a Cloud 

framework. Cloud computing architectures generally exploit 

the zero or ultra-thin client and gather required configuration 
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files with OS binaries on network. An online network storage, 
where multiple clients deploy applications and data, is an 

avenue platform. Public, private cloud, community cloud, or 

hybrid cloud are of great interest to researchers. To be agile, 

flexible, scalable, multi tenancy, and to be secure uses schema 

of software. It is a service, where in ERP installing and 

maintaining is on cloud and users through internet or intranet, 

with no installation use cloud ERP applications, in scalable 

form, without installing the software locally. Single instance, 

multi instance, multi tenant and flex tenancy are subletting 

methods. The adaptive SaaS paradigm is designated for multi 

input. Four way manifold models environment use simplified 

encryption methods with simplicity. In development as a 
service or DaaS, the service is a web based or community 

shared with rendered delivery of computation service. Data as 

a service is a web based design, where a cloud data uses API 

layer. DaaS services are specialized subset of a „software as a 

service‟ offering. Platform as a service uses, platforms and 

databases as a service. Infrastructure as a service is, the 

physical hardware including servers, networks, storage, and 

system in virtual processing scenario.  Researchers have as 

well focused on Cloud networking and network security, 

dealing with segregating security concerns, using peculiar 

techniques. Cloud computing is seen assessing pool of 
configurable computing resources, such as servers, On-

demand self-service issues, broad network access, resource 

pooling, rapid elasticity, measured Service etc. on research 

study scales. The combination of cloud computing and ERP 

systems and the later being hosted within the cloud, are using 

cloud computing technologies such as Iaas & Saas, and are 

subject to scrutiny to many study makers. The cloud ERP 

comes with several characteristics to control such as less staff, 

more mobility, easy expandability, cost reduction and fewer 

expenses.[142][143] The Cloud ERP present some challenges 

such as security, flexibility and integrity of the provider and 

ability to move to another provider. A cloud ERP model 
includes several promises such as the reduction of the 

implementation cost in hardware and license, and, the 

implementation period optimization. A popular type of ERP 

using the Saas  technologies of the cloud. Such ERPs are the 

almost one third in the market. The cloud ERP increases 

scalability and manageability. Cloud provides the necessary 

infrastructure to run Saas solutions. 

The larger complicated ERP domain representations can be 

reduced to finite small elements. These are nothing but the sub 

constituent parameters of the Cloud environment. Cloud 

parameters under consideration, for example, may be security, 
global nature , infrastructure, computing efficiency, storage, 

content distribution, database, application services, 

management tools, developer tools, support, integration with 

existing infrastructure, big data, ecosystem etc. The gravity of 

effect can be illustrated with few examples, as, the identity and 

access management has sub parameters, as creating users and 

groups, and using effective strategy to control access to your 

cloud resources at granular levels. For example, user, resource, 

time of day, source IP address etc. may be the considered 

aspects. This implies facility to deploy applications more 

securely and implement your security policies more easily in 

the cloud. A dedicated key based hardware management is yet 
another example. Domain name resolution remedies may be a 

more genuine parameter and so on. The interval [a, b], a 

requirement for evaluation and in case of clouds the extent of 
parameters will be subdivided into elements e1 , e2 , . . . , em. 

Generally, in two dimensions, we can use the triangular or 

rectangular elements and, as, the curved boundaries can be 

handled in a natural manner. The approximation is done in 

terms of weights of parameters represented by w. The 

approximate optimal parameter solution w is then substituted in 

the differential equation and the weighted residual method is 

applied. 

 

The presumptions for further calculations are as : 

 

i – Subscript of triangular or rectangular vertices that 
represent the requisite sub domain and sub domain 

constituent values of Cloud parameters. 

x,y – represent bifurcated values of each cloud 

parameter. Two dimensions represent two possible 

values. 

 

The hottest area of research in ERP is Cloud 

computing which goes in parallel with one more important 

concept in the development of hardware & software and 

virtualization technology, as ERP is a firmware. The 

discussion about virtualization, before and after virtualization, 

its role in cloud computing, brief view about hypervisor, 

storage virtualization, server virtualization, benefits of 

virtualization lead to applicability in ERP scenario assessment. 

 Number of possible values for a parameters can be 

expanded by extending triangular geometrical figure to 

rectangular set of vertices for the matter of Partial differential 

equations evaluation. The triangular vertices form is as shown 

below. 

 

u(~) (x,y) = a1 + a2x +a3 y 

 

Where u(~) is an optimal value representation for a parameter 

and a sub constituent. 

 

For example, if „Security‟ in cloud for an ERP, is treated as 

function of two x and y dimensions, as „Privilege of access 

security‟ and „Data security‟, then, the privilege security can be 

further divided in sub components as read, write, access 

privilege etc. while data security can be further extended to 

parity, attenuation in network or broken links etc. 

 

Thus the variations in requisite values for a Cloud parameter 

will call for evaluation difference accordingly.  

 

  u(~) (i) = ai + aix +ai y 

   ------(01) 

  u(~) (j) = aj + ajx +aj y 

   ------(02) 
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  u(~) (k) = ak + akx +ak y 

  ------(03) 

It leads to further interpretation as 

  

  1 xi  yi  

  1 xj  yj 

   ------(04) 

  1 xk  yk 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Graph 1 Graphical representations in Non Au Courant Cloud 

mode of test data. 

 

 

Graph 2 Graphical representations in Cloud mode of same test 

data 

 It is quite evident that, an Enterprise Resource 

planning is an incorporated set of automation systems that are 

simulated to work in real time entity in various departments of 
an Industry. The Finite Element Method can be used with 

treating all the parameters of Cloud environment as peaks of 

the boundaries for which the analytical solution can be found 

by Boundary value analysis method. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The parameters pertaining to Clouds exhibit the crucial 

information that may cut off, input resources consumption to 

more than sensible percentages. The number of parameter 

listings for “i” trials have been noted on a mathematically 

modeled simulator. Finite Elements formulation helps 

representing the Cloud and Non Cloud framework parameters 

in the form of geometric interpretation. It is subject to further 

molding from Partial differential form to solvable 
simultaneous equations and subsequent matrices. We thus 

infer single value parameters for a given framework scenario, 

which is analyzed on practical output values. The visible 

difference is depicted by appropriate graphical representations. 
. 
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